Cells in all kingdoms of life must complete the task of equally distributing genetic material into future daughter cell compartments before division. To accomplish this task, segregating DNA molecules must be oriented with respect to each other as well as to the surrounding cellular space. In eukaryotes, the process of aligning and segregating chromatids is maintained by the mitotic spindle, a complex machinery consisting of hundreds of different proteins and boasting several different enzymatic activities (Gadde and Heald, 2004) . Likewise, chromosome segregation in prokaryotes is a highly integrated process that depends on multiple factors. After replication at midcell, originproximal chromosomal regions are actively directed toward opposite cell poles, a process that, in turn, determines the spatial orientation of the entire chromosome (Thanbichler and Shapiro, 2006) . Remarkably, plasmid molecules rely on just three essential components for their specifi c intracellular positioning and, thus, stable propagation: (1) a centromere site in the plasmid DNA, (2) a DNA-binding adaptor protein, and (3) a polymerizing cytoskeletal ATPase or GTPase. Plasmid partition systems can be classifi ed according to the nature of the cytoskeletal component they encode (Table I) .
The type II partitioning system of E. coli plasmid R1 encodes an actin-like
ATPase ParM
ParM fi laments were initially discovered by immunofl uorescence microscopy in fi xed cells, and the fact that pole to pole fi laments were only observed in ‫%04ف‬ of cells examined indicated that they are transient and dynamic . In cells containing the ParM fi lament, R1 plasmids invariably localized to opposite fi lament ends, suggesting that polymerizing ParM fi laments could provide a force that actively push plasmids apart (Møller-Jensen et al., 2003) . Examination of fl uorescencelabeled ParM polymers by total internal refl ection microscopy surprisingly revealed that single ParM protofi laments grow with similar rates at both ends followed by unidirectional depolymerization (Garner et al., 2004) . This dynamic behavior is reminiscent of the dynamic instability of microtubules rather than the treadmilling phenomenon characteristic of fi lamentous actin (F-actin). In a recent study, par-mediated motility was reconstituted from purifi ed components . By consumption of ATP, ParM polymerization was shown to provide the force for the segregation of beads coated with ParRparC DNA complexes, thus providing strong evidence that the three elements of the par system are required and suffi cient to mediate plasmid segregation. Furthermore, this study showed that ParM fi laments grow by insertion of monomers at the fi lamentplasmid junction.
ParM belongs to the actin superfamily of ATPases (Bork et al., 1992) , and, despite sequence similarity of only 15%, the ParM structure is closely related to that of actin (van den Ent et al., 2002) . Until recently, ParM fi laments were thought to resemble those formed by actin as well. However, the fact that the most prominent structural differences between actin and ParM were located in regions that were supposed to form the fi lament subunit interface was paradoxical and prompted an additional study, which showed that ParM fi laments are in fact rather different from F-actin. It turns out that the subunit interface of the ParM fi lament is completely different from F-actin and that the handedness of the two-start helix is reversed (Orlova et al., 2007) .
In their novel work, Campbell and Mullins (see p. 1059 of this issue) visualize the rapid par-mediated segregation of plasmids in vivo. At a rate of ‫05ف‬ nm per second, plasmids are transported over the entire cell length in <1 min. Plasmids move by slow diffusion in between segregation bouts and appear to be confi ned to a limited subcellular space. Combined LacI-GFP and DAPI staining might reveal whether this compartment is limited by the bacterial nucleoid. Interestingly, the presence of the par system seemed to affect the plasmid diffusion, suggesting In bacteria, low-copy number plasmids ensure their stable inheritance by partition loci (par), which actively distribute plasmid replicates to each side of the cell division plane. Using time-lapse fl uorescence microscopic tracking of segregating plasmid molecules, a new study provides novel insight into the workings of the par system from Escherichia coli plasmid R1. Despite its relative simplicity, the plasmid partition spindle shares characteristics with the mitotic machinery of eukaryotic cells.
Correspondence to Jakob Møller-Jensen: jakobm@bmb.sdu.dk that force is also applied to plasmids that are not in the process of segregation. Campbell and Mullins (2007) went on to label both plasmid DNA and ParM in the same cells and confi rmed that plasmids are always located at opposite ends of a growing ParM spindle. In addition, short fi laments appeared to emanate from single plasmid foci, which is consistent with the observed effect on the plasmid diffusion rate. Campbell and Mullins (2007) present a search and capture model that explains how the par spindle might work. According to the model, ParM fi laments form continuously throughout the cytoplasm but rapidly decay in the absence of stabilizing interactions with plasmid molecules. Filaments stabilized at one end will search the cytoplasm and, upon capture of a second plasmid, extend into a pole to pole spindle. This is similar to the way in which microtubules extend from the eukaryotic spindle pole body in the search for chromosomes during mitotic prometaphase. Although bipolar stabilization of ParM fi laments is favored when two plasmid copies are in close proximity, plasmid pairing itself is not required. Thus, this model challenges a previous study showing that site-specifi c plasmid pairing takes place through interactions between ParR proteins bound to parC sites (Jensen et al., 1998) . Perhaps the par spindle acts to separate paired, newly replicated plasmids as well as plasmid pairs that come into proximity by diffusion. With an R1 plasmid copy number of four to eight during normal growth conditions, the latter situation may occur quite often. The fact that single cells containing two pole to pole spindles can be observed occasionally in fi xed cell preparations is consistent with this (unpublished data).
An important remaining question regarding the par mechanism relates to the interaction between ParM fi lament ends and the ParR-parC complex. Like actin, ParM assembles head to tail into a polarized fi lament with distinguishable plus and minus ends (van den Ent et al., 2002; Orlova et al., 2007) . How do plasmid molecules manage to interact with opposite fi lament ends at the same time? A clue to this question came with the crystal structure of the ParR protein (Møller-Jensen et al., 2007) . ParR dimerizes to form a ribbon-helix-helix DNA-binding structure that further assembles into a helical (or ring shaped) array with DNA-binding domains presented on the exterior. Consistently, electron microscopic analysis of ParR-parC complexes showed parC-DNA wrapped around the ParR protein scaffold. These fi ndings suggest that the ParR-parC complex can encircle ParM fi laments and slide along the polymer. As the ParR-parC complex has twofold symmetry, this interaction may occur in inverse orientations at opposite ends of the ParM fi lament, thus explaining the topological problem of how ParR-parC can interact with both ends of a polar ParM fi lament. This model is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Data presented by Campbell and Mullins (2007) indicate that ParM spindles may consist of more than one protofi lament. Based on the ParR crystal structure, it is not immediately clear how the ParR-parC complex can interact with more than one ParM filament at one time, and, thus, the question of how a plasmid can search for a segregation partner and become captured at the same time remains open. Structural analysis of the trimeric ParMRC complex is required to resolve this issue.
The new data presented by Campbell and Mullins (2007) demonstrate convincingly how type II par-mediated plasmid segregation is a totally autonomous undertaking: it can initiate from anywhere in the cell cytoplasm and in any direction relative to the cylindrical host cell compartment. It has no requirement for host cell factors (apart from ATP) and can take place repeatedly and at any stage in the host cell cycle .
The more widespread type I family of bacterial DNA segregation systems uses ATPases of the Walker type (termed ParA). ParA proteins form fi lamentous structures that move through the cell in an oscillatory pattern. Like ParR of plasmid R1, the DNA-binding adaptor proteins (ParB) of these systems serve as tethers between ParA and plasmid centromere sites (parS; Ebersbach and Gerdes, 2005) . Although the mechanism is less clear, this system is equally capable of stabilizing plasmid molecules and, in fact, manages to distribute multiple plasmids with maximal intermolecular distance along the cell length (Ebersbach et al., 2006) . Recently, an ancient tubulin homologue, TubZ, was shown to be responsible for plasmid maintenance in Bacillus thuringiencis (Larsen et al., 2007) . TubZ forms fl exible and dynamic fi laments, which quite unexpectedly display treadmilling behavior rather than dynamic instability. Analogous to other partition systems, the tubZ gene is cotranscribed with a smaller gene, tubR, which encodes a protein with DNA-binding capability (Larsen et al., 2007) . It remains to be determined exactly how the force generated by moving TubZ fi laments is translated into plasmid stabilization.
In keeping with previous nomenclature (Gerdes et al., 2000) , we propose that partitioning systems containing TubZ GTPases are classifi ed as type III. Although there is no homology between the force-generating proteins or the DNA-binding adaptor proteins of the three types of partitioning systems, it appears that they share a similar modus operandum, which is to couple plasmids via specifi c adaptors to dynamic cytoskeletal fi laments for intracellular transport. As more plasmids become sequenced and characterized, the plasmid segregation repertoire is likely to expand, and sophisticated fl uorescence microscopy like that presented by Campbell and Mullins (2007) will undoubtedly lead to future excitement in the fi eld. 
